ReaderTT.config = {"pagecount":74,"title":"","author":"Amanda Lee","subject":"","keywords":"","creator":"Writer","producer":"LibreOffice 7.2","creationdate":"D:20220606050134Z'","moddate":"","trapped":"","fileName":"document.pdf","bounds":[[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210]],"bookmarks":[{"title":"(b) Exceptions to rule p.79:","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0"},{"title":"(i) Exceptions under ยง 314A of Restatement: special relations giving rise to duty to (a) aid after knowing one is ill/injured and to care for them until they can be cared for by others; and (b) protect one against unreasonable risk of physical harm p.79","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 842 0"},{"title":"a. Common carrier under duty to its passengers","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 758 0"},{"title":"b. Innkeeper under duty to its guests","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 737 0","children":[{"title":"c. Possessor of land who holds it open to the public is under duty to those who enter in response to invitation","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 717 0"},{"title":"d. One who is required/voluntarily takes custody of another under circumstances to deprive other of his normal opportunities for protection is under duty.","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 675 0"}]},{"title":"1. Exception applies only while relationship exists","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 258 612 0"},{"title":"2. Duty to take affirmative steps to rescue person in peril when one proceeded against is master or an invitor or when the injury resulted from use of an instrumentality under the control of D","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 258 591 0"},{"title":"a. From Ayres case \u2013 boy injured by escalator in department store and employee\u2019s failure to stop escalator p.80","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 529 0"},{"title":"3. Duty to one in peril on D\u2019s premises even though peril created w/o negligence on part of D","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 258 487 0"},{"title":"4. Business is not required to take any action beyond that which is reasonable under the circumstances; duty to exercise reasonable care under the circumstances","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 258 445 0"},{"title":"(ii) Ex: Baker v. Fenneman & Brown (Taco Bell) p.77: P bought drink at Taco Bell and then fell backward, hitting head on floor and knocked unconscious and began having convulsions. Then woke up, stood up and fell again, knocked unconscious. P claims no one helped him.","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 286 383 0"},{"title":"1. Taco Bell falls under ยง 314A \u2013 innkeeper under duty to is guests","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 258 299 0"},{"title":"2. Ct ruled that D had duty to give aid to one who is ill/injured, even though injury due to natural causes, pure accident, acts of third person, or to negligence of P himself.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1155 0"},{"title":"3. Public policy suggests that D had duty to reasonable care.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1092 0"},{"title":"4. Imposing on businesses a duty to provide reasonable care even when the business is not responsible will rarely force a business to act in circumstances in which it should not have al ready acted.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1071 0"},{"title":"a. A business won\u2019t just look at a situation and determine whether injury was caused by a business before helping.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1009 0"},{"title":"(iii) Ex: Farwell v. Keaton p.87: wingman relationship \u2013 some courts have held an established friendship b/t D and P will suffice to support a duty to rescue","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 286 967 0"},{"title":"1. P and D were friends, got beat up. D left P at front door of house. Next morning found dead. D had duty.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 925 0"},{"title":"(iv) Exception if imminent peril to P caused by D p. 84","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 286 883 0"},{"title":"1. When actor knows or should know that he has by his own conduct caused the victim to be physically injured and at risk of further injury, or to be in imminent danger of physical harm. Actor has duty to make reasonable efforts to prevent victim for suffering further harm, or to prevent risk of harm from being realized.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 863 0"},{"title":"(v) Exception if voluntary undertakings: if D has volunteered to protect another from physical injury, property damage, or rescue another from physical peril","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 286 758 0","children":[{"title":"1. Once rescue is voluntarily undertaken, rescuer has a duty to victim to perform rescue with reasonable care","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 696 0"},{"title":"2. Good Samaritan statutes: shields people who attempt to rescue from liability for negligence","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 258 654 0"},{"title":"a. Tend to be limited to \u201coff-duty\u201d professionals, like doctors, firefighters, etc.","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 286 612 0"}]},{"title":"(b) Why no duty to rescue? It\u2019s morally wrong not tot help, but can\u2019t legally enforce","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(a) Deter of which status can be jury question, but where the facts are not in dispute the classification becomes question of law for trial judge","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 231 959 0"},{"title":"b. Prior similar incidents test: foreseeability established by evidence of previous crimes on or near the premises","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 286 458 0","children":[{"title":"i. Lead to arbitrary results because applied with different standards regarding number of previous crimes and degree of similarity required to give rise to a duty","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 313 416 0"}]},{"title":"c. Totality of circumstances test: Take additional factors into account \u2013 number, nature, location of prior similar incidents","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 286 354 0","children":[{"title":"i. Tend to place greater duty on business owners to foresee risk; P friendly test","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 313 312 0"},{"title":"ii. Been criticized as too broad a standard","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 341 270 0"}]},{"title":"d. Balancing test: balancing foreseeability of harm against burden of imposing a duty to protect against the criminal acts of third persons","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 286 250 0","children":[{"title":"i. High degree of foreseeability, greater burden on D, and vice versa","page":5,"zoom":"XYZ 313 187 0"},{"title":"(c) LICENSEE: one who enters upon property of another for his own convenience, pleasure or benefit pursuant to the license or implied permission of owner; permission to be on the land, but not for the landowner\u2019s financial gain \u2013 social guests, people invited in, door-to-door charity workers.","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0","children":[{"title":"1. Invitation: conduct which justifies others in believing that the possessor desires them to enter the land","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 258 675 0"},{"title":"2. Permission: conduct justifying others in believing that possessor is willing that they should enter","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 258 633 0"},{"title":"(d) TRESPASSER: one who enters upon another\u2019s premises without license, invitation or other right; enters merely for own purposes, pleasures, or convenience, or out of curiosity, without any enticement, allurement, inducement, or express or implied assurance of safety from owner","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0"},{"title":"1. P was invitee in inn - both P and D mutually benefited: P got to continue his night of fun and D got a profit","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1113 0"},{"title":"2. P not invitee on roof - invitee who goes beyond bounds of his invitation loses the status and rights","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1071 0"},{"title":"a. No mutual benefit for P to have D walk out onto roof.","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1029 0"},{"title":"3. P not licensee on roof - D never engaged in conduct signifying to patrons roof area was open \u2013 P lacked permission","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1009 0"},{"title":"4. Ct found P was trespasser:","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 258 967 0"},{"title":"a. P entered roof without invitation or permission","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 286 946 0"},{"title":"b. P not enticed, etc by D","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 286 925 0"},{"title":"5. Landowner must keep premises reasonable safe \u2013 D did. P\u2019s accident didn\u2019t occur within walls of inn. D locked glass door and marked it \u2013 done to keep patrons safe.","page":7,"zoom":"XYZ 258 904 0"}]},{"title":"(1) Jury instructed that \u201cnegligence\u201d (breach) means a failure to use \u201cordinary care.\u201d","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"},{"title":"(2) \u201cOrdinary care\u201d is defined by reference to a \u201creasonably careful person\u201d or a \u201creasonably prudent person,\u201d and occasionally by reference to a \u201creasonable person\u201d","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(3) Instruction directs that jury is to consider whether the D was negliegent in doing something OR in failing to do something \u2013 the jury is to think both about what a D has done and about what the D has not done","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"(4) The jury is required to consider the circumstances in which D acted, and whether D acted with ordinary care given the circumstances","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0"},{"title":"d) Negligence: \u201cordinary care\u201d/\u201dreasonable person\u201d test; must take reasonable precautions","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 121 425 0"},{"title":"i) Martin v. Evans: D driving tractor-trailer, pulled into parallel parking stop. Got out, came back and no one was there. But when backing up, felt nudge \u2013 P on the ground \u2013 had been pinned b/t 2 cars and fell to ground when one car reversed.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 148 383 0"},{"title":"(1) Issue of whether Evan was credible relied on jury\u2019s determination of ordinary care. Trial ct ended up issuing for new trial.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 320 0"},{"title":"ii) Adams v. Bullock: P swinging wire while crossing bridge. Came into contract with D\u2019s trolley wire and P shocked and burned.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 176 279 0"},{"title":"(1) No evidence that duty was ignored. No evidence that duty was breached.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 237 0"},{"title":"(2) Ordinary caution did\u2019t involve forethoughts of this extraordinary peril.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 231 195 0"},{"title":"ii) Ex: Pingaro v. Rossi: P was meter reader who got bit by dog in D\u2019s backyard while reading meter, despite her beeper having \u201cbad dog\u201d warning.","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1071 0"},{"title":"h) Emergencies: If D confronted with emergency and is forced to act with little time for reflection, D must merely behave as a reasonable person would if confronted with same emergency.","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1071 0"},{"title":"i) Cts divided whether jury should receive a general \u201creasonable careful person under the circumstances\u201d instruction, or whether instruction should be supplemented with specifically informing jury that it may take into account the emergency in assessing the allegedly negligent party\u2019s conduct.","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1009 0"},{"title":"i) Reckless: conscious disregard of a substantial risk","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 121 904 0"},{"title":"i) Ex: Beausoleil v. Nat\u2019l RR Passenger Corp: Amtrak train struck person crossing tracks","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 148 883 0"},{"title":"i) Vaughan was leading early decision for proposition that issue of whether D has lived up to standard of reasonable care is to be determined by application of objective vs subjective standard of care","page":12,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1092 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Conduct (behavior) vs. State-of-mind (mental state): distinction between whether conduct of D was reasonably careful (objective) vs D\u2019s attitude was one trying to be reasonably careful (subjective) \u2013","page":12,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"},{"title":"(2) Generalized vs. Individualized: distinguish what a reasonable person would do (objective) from D\u2019s personal attributes (subjective)","page":12,"zoom":"XYZ 231 967 0"},{"title":"(a) Criteria against which to assess the external reasonableness of D\u2019s conduct \u2013 compare conduct to how an ordinary person, acting reasonably, would have behaved under the circumstances (objective) or assess conduct by considering how person with D\u2019s attributes, acting reasonably, would have behaved (subjective)","page":12,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"}]},{"title":"(i) Depending on age:","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1155 0"},{"title":"1. Children under 7, not responsible for negligence at all","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1134 0"},{"title":"2. Children 7-14 engaged in typical childhood activities, cts ask jury to gauge behavior compared to \u201cother children of same age, experience, and intelligence.\u201d","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1113 0"},{"title":"a. Exception: children 7-14 engaged in adult activities are held to the reasonable care standard for competent adults engaging in that activity","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1050 0"},{"title":"3. Children over 14, treated as adult","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 988 0"},{"title":"(ii) Tender Years Doctrine: child is incapable of negligence if less than 7 yrs old","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 286 967 0"},{"title":"1. Vs. \u201cMassachusetts Rule\u201d: child found negligent if fact finder decides that child failed to exercise a degree of care that is reasonable for similarly situated children","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 925 0"},{"title":"2. Vs. ยง 283A of Restatement of Torts: \u201cif actor is a child, standard of conduct to which he must conform to avoid being negligent is that of a reasonable person of like age, intelligence and experience under like circumstances.\u201d","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 863 0","children":[{"title":"a. Prevailing view that in tort cases no such arbitrary limits (age) can be fixed","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 286 779 0"},{"title":"(iii) Ex: Appelhans v. McFall: Defendant, a five-year-old child, ran into P while riding his bicycle.","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 231 737 0"},{"title":"1. Rule: D could not be held liable for the injuries incurred by P because he is too young \u2013 applied tender years doctrine, even though ct disagreed \u2013 stare decisis (doctrine of precedence)","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 717 0"},{"title":"2. Negligent parental supervision \u2013 ct found that holding parents strictly liable for failing to prevent their child\u2019s negligence was unreasonable and unsupported by law.","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 258 654 0"}]},{"title":"a. Parent-child relationship doesn\u2019t automatically render parents liable for torts of their minor children. Parents may be liable if they don\u2019t adequately control or supervise their childe","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 286 591 0"},{"title":"b. To prove claim of negligent supervision, P must show:","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 286 529 0","children":[{"title":"i. Parents were aware of specific instances of prior conduct sufficient to put them on notice that the act complained of was likely to occur","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 313 508 0"}]},{"title":"ii. Parent had opportunity to control the child","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 341 445 0"},{"title":"(i) Courts want the standard to be objective \u2013 should be what a reasonable patient would want, not necessarily what X would want to know","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 286 925 0"},{"title":"(ii) Risk deemed material when reasonable patient would be likely to attach significance to risk in deciding whether to forego proposed therapy or to submit to it.","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 286 863 0"},{"title":"(iii) Causation: could establish if show that injury wouldn\u2019t have happened because reasonable patient would\u2019ve turned turn surgery","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 286 779 0"},{"title":"(iv) Critique: require disclosure of every risk","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 286 737 0"}]},{"title":"c) Posner on Hand Formula","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 121 550 0","children":[{"title":"i) Formula provided basis for a more rigorous conception of balancing that asks fact finder to measure dollar cost (DC) of precautions against the dollar value (DV) of expected harm.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 148 529 0"},{"title":"(1) When DC > DV, precaution shouldn\u2019t be taken.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 231 466 0"},{"title":"ii) B < P x L, evidence that law of negligence is primarily concerned to maximize aggregate social wealth by encouraging actors to take only cost-efficient precautions.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 176 445 0"},{"title":"d) Professor Keating\u2019s Criticism of Posner: moral significance that society attaches to particular activities and purposes matters in fault determination, and can\u2019t be captured by a economic account","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 121 383 0"},{"title":"e) Lord Reid\u2019s \u201cDisproportionate Cost\u201d test","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0"},{"title":"i) If, at time of action, risk that actor\u2019s conduct would cause harm of the sort suffered by P was exceedingly small, there was no obligation to take precautions against it","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1134 0"},{"title":"ii) If the risk of harm was not far-fetched \u2013 \u201creal\u201d \u2013 nut still very small, actor was obligated to take precautions against the harm unless the taking of those precautions would have imposed a burden on the actor entirely disproportionate to the harm risked","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1071 0"},{"title":"iii) If risk of harm was \u201cmaterial\u201d or \u201csubstantial,\u201d the actor was obligated to do everything possible to prevent the harm, even if that would entail adopting very expensive precautions to avoid a modest expected loss.","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 176 988 0"},{"title":"(1) Assume that he meant 1 and 2 to cover unusual cases, point 3 to cover majority of suits alleging careless wrongdoing","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"(2) Some said Reid\u2019s test is better than Posner because requires actor to take precautions even when they\u2019re not cost-efficient. Shows that safety is more important than money or modest restrictions on liberty","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 231 883 0"}]},{"title":"d) When applicable in negligence actions, it permits a jury to infer that the P\u2019s injury was caused by D\u2019s carelessness even when P presents no evidence of particular acts or omissions on the part of D that might constitute carelessness.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0","children":[{"title":"i) Relieves P of burden of producing evidence was to what exactly D did wrong","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1092 0"},{"title":"ii) Still open to D to introduce evidence to rebut the inference of carelessness","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1071 0"},{"title":"(2) A finding of an actual causal link between actor A\u2019s carelessness and victim V\u2019s injury does not necessarily entail the conclusion that A is the only person whose carelessness played a role in bringing about V\u2019s injury","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 176 988 0"},{"title":"d) Preponderance of evidence: for causation, P has burden to show preponderance of evidence (more likely than not)","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 121 925 0"}]},{"title":"c) Joint and several liability: entitles a not-at-fault P to recover up to 100% of her damages from any one of 2+ D who is found liable for the injuries. Can recover 100% from first person, 100% from second person, or a portion from each.","page":22,"zoom":"XYZ 121 571 0","children":[{"title":"(1) An actor\u2019s carelessness must be a substantial factor in bringing about an injury in order to be deemed a legal cause of that injury. Carelessness will be deemed a substantial factor if it constitutes:","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 654 0","children":[{"title":"(a) A non-trivial necessary condition for the occurrence of P\u2019s injury","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0"},{"title":"(b) One of two or more forces that is each sufficient to bring about harm to another ๏�  multiple sufficient cases","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"}]},{"title":"(2) Some courts treat it as test for actual causation that permits at least some negligence P to prevail even if can\u2019t satisfy but-for test","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"},{"title":"(3) Test actually intended for 2 different goals:","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 487 0"},{"title":"(a) To explain result in multiple sufficient cases","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 466 0","children":[{"title":"(b) To graft onto a standard but-for test for actual causation a proximate cause restriction that would bar the assignment of responsibility to a D who\u2019s carelessness functions as trivial but-for cause of P\u2019s injury","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 445 0","children":[{"title":"(i) \u201cSubstantial factor\u201d meant to narrow class of but-for causes by excluding insubstantial or trivial but-for causes","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 286 341 0"},{"title":"(4) Hershovitz criticism: courts usually misapply the test. Cause can be necessary w/o being sufficient.","page":23,"zoom":"XYZ 231 299 0"}]}]},{"title":"1. If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of the fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill ,experience, training or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 258 654 0","children":[{"title":"a. the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data,","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 286 550 0"},{"title":"b. the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 286 529 0"},{"title":"c. the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to facts of case","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 286 508 0"},{"title":"2. Supreme Ct extended rule to wide range of expert, not just experts opining on medical-scientific evidence","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 258 466 0"}]},{"title":"(a) Employers held strictly liable \u2013 injured worker no longer required to prove fault on part of anyone, only that he incurred injury in course of his employment","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 231 383 0"},{"title":"(b) Don\u2019t receive compensatory damage awards \u2013 receive payments in accordance with certain formulae","page":24,"zoom":"XYZ 231 320 0","children":[{"title":"i) Reason for this is that practical unfairness of denying injured person redress simply because he can\u2019t prove how much damage each did, when it is certain that between them they did all","page":25,"zoom":"XYZ 148 696 0","children":[{"title":"(1) D are ordinarily in better position to offer evidence to determine who caused injury","page":25,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0"},{"title":"(2) When appears from facts that only one of D could have been negligent, although P doesn\u2019t know which one, application of \u201cshifting burden\u201d rule may impose hardship on innocent D b/c he must assume the burden of proving his innocence, which he may be unable to do unless he can effectively prove the culpability of the other D.","page":25,"zoom":"XYZ 231 550 0"},{"title":"iii) P gets benefit of joint and several liability \u2013 D is subject to liability for full amount of damages","page":25,"zoom":"XYZ 176 445 0"},{"title":"v) Ex: Summers v. Tice: P and 2 Ds were quail hunting. P was hit in the eye either by D1 or D2, but could not prove which one did it.","page":25,"zoom":"XYZ 148 362 0"},{"title":"(4) This case is different from McDonald, multiple necessary case because that case only took one of the guys to cause the injury.","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1050 0"},{"title":"(a) No concert of action here in shooting because there was no mutual encouragement and plan to shoot in that direction together","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1009 0"},{"title":"(i) Court look at very narrow time slice.","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 286 967 0"},{"title":"b) Alternative Causation vs. Multiple Necessary Causes","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 121 946 0"},{"title":"i) Alternative Causation: situations in which one of 2+ negligent actors acts independently of the other to cause injury to P","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 148 925 0"},{"title":"(1) Only one actor\u2019s act functions as but-for cause; other has no effect","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 231 883 0"},{"title":"ii) Multiple Necessary: situations in which independent careless conduct of 2+ actors each functions as cause of P\u2019s injury","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 176 863 0"},{"title":"(1) Applies only when each of 2+ acts functions as but-for cause","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 231 821 0"},{"title":"iii) Conspiracy: existence of plan or undertaking by 2+ to injure P","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 176 800 0"},{"title":"iv) Concert: treats 2 tortfeasors as acting jointly, rather than independently. Don\u2019t need to have existence of plan to injure P.","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 176 779 0"},{"title":"c) Alternative Causation Extended to Market Share Liability","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 121 717 0"},{"title":"i) For P to get alternative causation, each of possible causers of her injury must be joined as a party in lawsuit; otherwise person who actually caused harm might escape liability","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 148 696 0"},{"title":"ii) Even if all Ds are assumed negligent, it is uncertain which one of them actually caused P\u2019s injury due to passage of time and fact that D\u2019s drugs are indistinguishable. Burden shifting doesn\u2019t apply because there are too many tortfeasors or not all tortfeasore are before the court.","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 176 633 0"},{"title":"iii) In Sindell, court expanded to impose liability even in absence of all possible tortfeasors.","page":26,"zoom":"XYZ 176 550 0"}]}]},{"title":"(1) NY, Hymowitz case \u2013 created irrebuttable presumption of causation under which each D is liable to each P in proportion to its national market share, even if D could show that its DES couldn\u2019t have caused a particular injury","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(a) Ds can\u2019t exonerate themselves. If let Ds exonerate, messes up market share liability. Makes it so Ds share burden of proving same thing.","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 508 0"},{"title":"(2) FL, Conley case \u2013 market share calculated at geographically narrow level \u2013 state or county","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 466 0"},{"title":"(3) WI, Collins case \u2013 treat Ds as joint tortfeasors, although market share is deemed relevant to jury\u2019s apportionment of responsibility among them.","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 425 0"},{"title":"(1) Existence of systemic reasons, not bearing on P\u2019s diligence, for absence of evidence on product identification","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 320 0"},{"title":"(2) Ability of P to bring group of D that were responsible for almost all sales of the product","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 279 0"},{"title":"(3) Fact that product in questions was entirely generic and fungible in terms of design specifications, its manufacture, its propensity to cause same illness amg diff situated victims","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 237 0"},{"title":"(a) Products were all same, no difference","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 174 0"},{"title":"(b) Signature illness so no remaining problems of proof","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 154 0"},{"title":"(4) Availability of at least some reliable data on market share","page":27,"zoom":"XYZ 231 133 0"}]},{"title":"d) The Right Sort of Injuring","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 121 800 0","children":[{"title":"i) Negligence per se doesn\u2019t apply when:","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 148 779 0"},{"title":"(1) Chevron v. Forbes: P slipped in puddle of gas at gas station. Couldn\u2019t do neg per se b/c rule for attendants to clean up spills was for fire-safety measures.","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"},{"title":"(2) Wawnesa Muts v. Matlock: P sued D that had provided cigarettes to minor who had dropped it on lumber and cause P\u2019s lumber to set on fire. Ct said can\u2019t use neg per se b/c rule of not providing cigarettes to minors was to prevent young persons from becoming addicted to cigarettes.","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 231 696 0"},{"title":"(3) Gorris v. Scott: P sued for D failing to keep sheep in separate pens in ship, violating statute. Some sheep were washed overboard. Can\u2019t apply because ct rule purpose of statute was to prevent spread of infections.","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 231 612 0"},{"title":"ii) Negligence per se applies:","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 176 550 0"},{"title":"(1) De Haen v. Rockwood Sprinkler: P killed by D\u2019s worker when radiator fell on P b/c hoistway didn\u2019t have full enclosure. Ct ruled could use neg per se b/c statute enacted to prevent workmen from falling and objects from falling.","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"},{"title":"e) Case examples:","page":33,"zoom":"XYZ 121 445 0"},{"title":"i) Some actors who have violated statutes are nonetheless excused from being held per se at fault:","page":34,"zoom":"XYZ 148 466 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Young children","page":34,"zoom":"XYZ 231 425 0"},{"title":"(2) Some cts will excuse violations where evidence that violation was more prudent course of conduct for D to follow","page":34,"zoom":"XYZ 231 404 0"},{"title":"(3) Some cts will excuse violations if D can show that it was unable despite reasonable diligence to comply.","page":34,"zoom":"XYZ 231 362 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Restatement ยง 288A, comment j: it is for the court to determine if excuse proffered by statutory violator is of a type recognized by law of negligence, and for jury to decide any relevant factual disputes as to whether the conditions necessary to establish the excuse have been made out","page":34,"zoom":"XYZ 176 320 0","children":[{"title":"i) \u201cWrongful\u201d: if conduct would have amounted to a tort had the victim been injured, it constitutes \u201cwrongful\u201d death when death rather than injury results","page":35,"zoom":"XYZ 148 737 0"},{"title":"ii) Concern was to compensate (1) widowers who had lost valuable services and (2) widows and orphans who had lost their breadwinner","page":35,"zoom":"XYZ 176 675 0"},{"title":"iii) Compensates immediate family members for the losses that they have suffered because of the decedent\u2019s death \u2013 this is why claims are \u201cvicarious\u201d or \u201cderivative\u201d in nature","page":35,"zoom":"XYZ 176 633 0"},{"title":"(1) Value of damages: loss of future support they would\u2019ve gotten from the person who died","page":35,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(2) Not being compensated for grief","page":35,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"},{"title":"iv) Some states on instructions of jury, inform jury of legal effects that will follow from assignations of percentage fault.","page":36,"zoom":"XYZ 176 320 0"}]},{"title":"(1) However, concern that juror will adjust calculation of percentage fault to avoid seemingly harsh legal consequences that would follow from \u201ctrue\u201d assignment of percentages","page":36,"zoom":"XYZ 231 279 0","children":[{"title":"vii) Baldwin v. City of Omaha: P was mentally ill. After discharged from hospital has psychotic episode where 2 police offices attempted to subdue him \u2013 one shot him leaving him paralyzed from chest down","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 148 967 0"},{"title":"(1) Nebraska rule had changed from contributory neg to modified comparative fault, which stated that if claimant\u2019s fault contribute to his injury to an equal or greater degree than fault of all persons against whom he seeks recovery, recovery barred.","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"(2) Trial ct round that 55% Baldwin\u2019s fault for not taking medication and 45% officers\u2019 fault for acting unreasonable in detaining mentally ill suspect","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"},{"title":"(a) --> Meant P was barred from recovery. Result was the same under the old and new rule.","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"3) ASSUMPTION OF RISK: When P knowingly and voluntarily takes the risk that she might be injured by careless conduct on the part of D.","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 93 717 0"},{"title":"i) Express assumption of risk: waiver in contract - P who is injured by negligence of another can sometimes be barred from suing b/c she has formally ceded or abandoned the right that tort law would otherwise confer to her","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 148 550 0"},{"title":"ii) Implied assumption of risk: P barred from suing for negligence by another b/c she was aware of a discrete and significant risk of injury posed to her by carelessness on part of the other, yet freely chose to proceed so as to expose herself to that risk","page":37,"zoom":"XYZ 176 487 0"}]},{"title":"e) Primary implied assumption: a P that chooses to participate in an activity that has an inherent risk is owed no duty by other participants (ex: sports) \u2013 voluntary exposure to an obvious and known risk","page":38,"zoom":"XYZ 121 404 0","children":[{"title":"i) Question of law for ct vs question of fact for jury","page":38,"zoom":"XYZ 148 341 0"},{"title":"ii) Does not concern whether P actually appreciated and chose to encounter relevant dangers. Even if P didn\u2019t know of dangers or sought not to be subjected to them, primary can still apply","page":38,"zoom":"XYZ 176 320 0"}]},{"title":"f) Secondary implied assumption: comparative treatment of D and P\u2019s fault; can\u2019t call this comparative fault because you\u2019ve behaved reasonably, but your choice to confront the risk will bar you from claim","page":39,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0"},{"title":"i) Ex: Smollet v. Skayting Dev. Corp: P was an experienced skater that while skating at a rink, to avoid child, swerved to carpeted area where fell and broke her wrist.","page":39,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1092 0"},{"title":"(1) Ct ruled for D \u2013 evidence that P fully understood the risk of harm to herself and voluntarily chose to enter the area \u2013 she implicitly assumed risk of injury","page":39,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1050 0"},{"title":"h) Comparative fault and implied assumption of risk","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0"},{"title":"i) In Smollet, Virgin Island\u2019s adoption of comparative fault raises question of viability of implied assumption of risk defense","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1134 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Some argue should eliminate every all-or-nothing P conduct defense","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(2) Smollet, Ct of Appeals took middle position \u2013 adoption of comparative fault eliminated implied assumption of risk as a defense for any instance in which P\u2019s conduct could plausibly be described as both unreasonable and a voluntary encountering of a known danger","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1071 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Odd effect arises: treats reasonable P more harshly then unreasonable P","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(b) Some jurisdictions, to avoid odd effect, have ruled that adoption of comparative fault has completely eliminated implied assumption of a risk as a distinct defense","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"},{"title":"(i) These juris haven\u2019t eliminated express assumption of risk","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 286 883 0"},{"title":"ii) To avoid Virgin Island\u2019s problem, many jurisdictions have ruled that the adoption of comparative fault completely eliminated implied assumption of risk","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 176 863 0"}]}]},{"title":"iii) NY\u2019s \u201cHybrid Statute: NY has retained implied assumption of risk, yet at the same time has converted it into a partial vs. complete defense","page":40,"zoom":"XYZ 176 821 0","children":[{"title":"(1) P\u2019s damages shall be diminished in proportion which culpable conduct attributable to claimant bears to culpable conduct which caused damages","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"},{"title":"4) STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS AND REPOSE","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 93 1092 0"},{"title":"a) Statute of Limitations","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1071 0"},{"title":"i) General","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1050 0"},{"title":"(1) Starts clock running in relations to occurrence of (a) the alleged tortious conduct and (b) harm to the claimant caused by that conduct.","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"},{"title":"(a) Will specify that a tort claimant must commence her lawsuit within a certain pd of time.","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(2) One way to cut down on tort claims is to shorten SOL","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"},{"title":"(a) Personal injury, 6 months-4 yrs","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"ii) Accrual Rule: clock on negligence claim began to run as soon as:","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 176 904 0"}]},{"title":"(1) D acted carelessly and","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 883 0"},{"title":"(2) that act caused some harm to P.","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0","children":[{"title":"(3) ๏�  Fact that P didn\u2019t know, and perhaps couldn\u2019t know of harm or its connection to D, deemed irrelevant.","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"},{"title":"iii) Discovery Rule: stalls commencement of limitations clock until:","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 176 800 0"}]},{"title":"(1) P knows, or has reason to know, that she has suffered an injury, or","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"(2) there\u2019s sufficient reason to believe that Ds conduct is causally linked to that injury such that an inquiry into connection is warranted and would reveal evidence of such connection","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"}]},{"title":"b) Statutes of repose: Set limits by reference either to the date of the tortuous act alone, or to some other date.","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 121 696 0","children":[{"title":"i) Will say that no tort action may be brought more than X years after the date of the initial sale, etc.","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 148 654 0"},{"title":"ii) Attached to products, longer time frame, 10-15 years","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 176 612 0"},{"title":"(1) Special interest groups want length shorter","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0"},{"title":"5) IMMUNITIES","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 93 550 0"},{"title":"a) Charitable immunity: some charitable organizations have immunity from tort liability","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 121 529 0"},{"title":"b) Sovereign immunity: the government is not subject to liability unless it consents to be sued","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 121 487 0"},{"title":"i) Tort Claims Act: Sets out the circumstances that you can sue the government","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 148 445 0"},{"title":"ii) West Fall Act: Immunizes government employees from being sued, but substitutes government as defendant","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 176 425 0"},{"title":"(1) Gov\u2019t has immunities that defendant didn\u2019t","page":41,"zoom":"XYZ 231 383 0"}]},{"title":"(4) ๏�  Reproducing Inequality? Experts who testify to lost future earnings generally rely on statistics as to how much a person with same education, background, traits could have expected to earn","page":42,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0","children":[{"title":"i) Concern that juror\u2019s judgments as to issue of liability will be swayed in favor of P b/c of their visceral responses to such evidence","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1155 0"},{"title":"f) Judge v. Jury: Black-letter doctrine holds that a judge shouldn\u2019t second-guess a jury\u2019s compensatory damage award, unless after viewing evidence in light most favorable to P, verdict shocks the conscience.","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1113 0"},{"title":"i) Remittitur: Gives P option of accepting a lower damage award in lieu of a new trial","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1050 0"},{"title":"ii) Additur: Gives D option of paying larger award in lieu of new trial","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1009 0"},{"title":"g) Comparison with other awards:","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 121 988 0"},{"title":"i) Some jurisdictions allow trial judges to gauge the alleged excessiveness of a jury award by comparing it with awards given in other similar cases;","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 148 967 0"},{"title":"ii) Other jurisdictions don\u2019t allow comparison b/c each case stands on its own","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 176 925 0"},{"title":"h) Collateral Source Rule: tortfeasor isn\u2019t entitled to present evidence at trial indicating that victim has received, or stands to receive, compensation for her injuries from some other source","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 121 904 0"},{"title":"i) About ยฝ state have modified/abolished rule","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 148 842 0"},{"title":"i) Injunctive relief: ct ordering D to cease engaging to a particular activity","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 121 821 0"},{"title":"j) Mitigation of damages: P has a duty to mitigate damages. D may argue that he is not responsible to compensate for certain damages flowing from his negligence because P could and should have taken certain steps to avoid them, and didn\u2019t.","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 121 800 0"},{"title":"i) Ex: P refuses to obtain post-accident medical treatment, and as a result injuries are exacerbated.","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 148 737 0"},{"title":"k) Cases:","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 121 696 0"},{"title":"i) Smith v. Leech Brain & Co. Ltd.: P was splashed in the lip with hot molten metal and subsequently developed cancer in the wound. Developed cancer at the point of wound and died.","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 148 675 0"},{"title":"(1) Ct rules for P because of thin skull rule, D must take P as they find him.","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 231 633 0"},{"title":"(2) Wagon Mound: distinction b/t question of whether a man could reasonably anticipate a type of injury, and question of whether a man could reasonably anticipate the extent of injury of the type which could be foreseen.","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 231 612 0"},{"title":"(3) Ct sees that D could\u2019ve reasonably foreseen the burn, but couldn\u2019t foresee the cancer \u2013 should D pay for foreseeable injuries, or pay for all resulting injuries?","page":43,"zoom":"XYZ 231 550 0"},{"title":"(4) Could be described as:","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"},{"title":"(a) Type of injury and extent of an injury - Thin Skull rule","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1134 0"},{"title":"(b) One type of injury and another type of injury \u2013 Proximate cause","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1113 0"},{"title":"(5) Question is whether D could reasonably foresee type of injury P suffered. The amount of damage which P suffers as a result of that burn, depends upon the characteristics and constitution of the victim.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(a) Damages reflected that P might\u2019ve developed cancer even if he hadn\u2019t been burned.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"},{"title":"ii) Kenton v. Hyatt Hotels Corp. (1985): P was severely injured when two skywalks in the lobby of D\u2019s hotel collapsed onto the lobby floor. As a result, unable to return to law school or to practice law.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 176 988 0"},{"title":"(1) Rule: In determining compensatory damages, the jury is free to hear detailed evidence about the accident scene and about P\u2019s potential future employability in order to evaluate P\u2019s physical and mental injuries. P was arguing that she suffered from post-traumatic stress syndrome, so it was appropriate to admit evidence about the event of the day in question.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"},{"title":"(2) Calculation of economic loss is amount of $ person would\u2019ve made depending on their career choice \u2013 evidence that P\u2019s cost of therapy would increase over her lifetime, and her income would also increase if she were a lawyer.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"},{"title":"l) What is the purpose of torts?","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 121 758 0"},{"title":"i) \u201cMake P whole again\u201d \u2013 doesn\u2019t really happen. Juries are asked what\u2019s fair and reasonable compensation.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 148 737 0"},{"title":"ii) Social insurance","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 176 696 0"},{"title":"iii) Security","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 176 675 0"},{"title":"iv) 3 purposes:","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 176 654 0"},{"title":"(1) Giving compensation is to bribe P to come forward and complain of D\u2019s actions (internalize externalities)","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 633 0"},{"title":"(2) Morally right \u2013 P\u2019s entitled to money","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0"},{"title":"(3) Contributive negligence/comparative fault \u2013 if P doesn\u2019t get money, doesn\u2019t have incentive to take care \u2013 might result in violence.","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(a) Torts is about providing a civil means for recourse","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"},{"title":"v) For damages, a jury wants to:","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 148 508 0"},{"title":"(1) Make D pay enough so as to deter other Ds in the future","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 487 0"},{"title":"(2) Give P enough inducement for them to take care","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 466 0"},{"title":"vi) Two views:","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 176 445 0"},{"title":"(1) Corrective justice: backwards looking, looking at the loss P suffered","page":44,"zoom":"XYZ 231 425 0"}]},{"title":"b) Rule: P is ineligible to receive punitive damages if she can establish only that D wronged her by acting carelessly toward her","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1113 0"},{"title":"c) Rule: Negligence can support punitive award if P establishes that D\u2019s unreasonable conduct demonstrates reckless indifference to rights of others - wanton disregard/indifference","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1071 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Wanton disregard: reason to know of facts which would lead a reasonable man to realize that those dangers attend his conduct","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0","children":[{"title":"(i) Permits factfinder to conclude that actor acted recklessly even though he wasn\u2019t aware of dangers posed by his conduct at the time of acting","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 286 883 0"}]},{"title":"(b) Deliberate indifference: conscious choice of a course of action with knowledge of serious dangers to others involved","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 231 821 0"},{"title":"(c) Distinction b/t the two is degree to which actor is cognizant of risks posed by this conduct","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"e) Bifurcation: to reduce risk that evidence of D\u2019s wealth will shade juror\u2019s judgments, bifurcate proceedings.","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 121 717 0"},{"title":"i) Evidence of D\u2019s wealth is relevant to jury\u2019s determination of size of punitive award \u2013 need to factor in b/c D\u2019s wealth may have factored into decision to behave as he did, and larger award may be necessary to send a meaningful message to wealthy individual","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 148 675 0"},{"title":"ii) For compensatory damages, juries are shielded from D\u2019s wealth","page":45,"zoom":"XYZ 176 591 0"},{"title":"(1) Holding: Court reversed punitive damages award - Facts don\u2019t show that D intentionally acted in such a way that the natural and probably consequence was to damage P\u2019s property. Facts don\u2019t show that D knew that act of negligence was about to cause damage and still cont\u2019d to cause that damage.","page":46,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Driver either didn\u2019t apply brakes, or he applied them but they didn\u2019t function properly.","page":46,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1050 0"},{"title":"(2) DISSENT: no longer require malice for punitive damages \u2013 enough if D acted recklessly, wantonly, or with a conscious indifference to safety and welfare of others","page":46,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1009 0"},{"title":"(a) NBP driver was driving at excessive speed \u2013 driving overloaded truck with defective brakes on a highway and speeding \u2013 collision is a natural and probably consequence","page":46,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Posner: Compensatory damages won\u2019t always work - punitive damages assist in deterring and punishing criminal conduct that would otherwise escape sanction, b/c goes it undetected, or b/c victim won\u2019t have sufficient incentive to bring suit in light of psychic or economic costs of litigation","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1155 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Compensatory damages are difficult to determine in cases of acts that inflict largely dignatory harms \u2013 injury too slight to give P incentive to sue, so might respond with violence","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1071 0"},{"title":"(a) To limit P to compensatory damages would enable D to commit offensive act with impunity provided that he was willing to pay - danger that his act might incite violence","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1009 0"},{"title":"(2) Limit D\u2019s ability to profit from fraud by escaping detection and (private) prosecution","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"},{"title":"(a) If tortfeasor is caught only ยฝ the time he commits torts, then when he is caught he should be punished twice as heavily in order to make up for the times he gets away","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 904 0"},{"title":"(3) Provide deterrence for wealthy D - punitive damages for when D treats harm to P as simply a cost of doing business \u2013 treat compensatory damages as the price to be paid for securing the \u201cright\u201d to injure others","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"},{"title":"(4) P might have difficulty financing lawsuit \u2013 makes it worthwhile to sue","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"(a) D\u2019s wealth isn\u2019t sufficient basis for awarding punitive damages, but can consider when it enables D to mount an extremely aggressive defense against P\u2019s suit, making litigating costly for P and difficult for P to find a lawyer willing to handle its case.","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"},{"title":"iii) Damages \u2013 what tort law is about","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 176 675 0"},{"title":"(1) Calabresi: forward looking aim of efficiently deterring accidents","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 654 0"},{"title":"(a) Economic view, forward looking \u2013 doesn\u2019t care about actions, just want to figure out who\u2019s going to pay for it.","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 633 0"},{"title":"(b) Assign liability to cheapest cost avoider","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0"},{"title":"(2) Pre-Calabresi: Institution that\u2019s trying to do justice between the wrongdoer and victim","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(a) Corrective justice view \u2013 money doesn\u2019t really accommodate pain and suffering","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"}]},{"title":"i) vs direct liability: where employers acted wrongfully by failing to screen or supervise its employees, and this wrongful conduct helped bring about P\u2019s injuries \u2013 negligent hiring, negligent supervision","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 148 383 0"},{"title":"ii) When an employer is held liable under RS, doesn\u2019t relieve employee. Instead, employer and employee held jointly and severally liable to P.","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 176 320 0","children":[{"title":"(1) P usu seeks recovery from employer b/c more likely be able to pay","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 279 0"},{"title":"(2) Employer can seek reimbursement from employee, but usually doesn\u2019t because it has liability insurance footing the bill","page":47,"zoom":"XYZ 231 258 0"}]},{"title":"iv) Scope of employment \u2013 detours and frolics","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 148 925 0"},{"title":"(1) Employee detour: slight deviation from expected course or route that an employee would take in the course of doing his job","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 904 0"},{"title":"(2) Employee frolic: an employee who so far deviates from his employment obligations that he is deemed to be on his own business","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0"},{"title":"v) Scope of employment \u2013 intentional torts and state and federal law","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 148 779 0"},{"title":"(1) Older \u201cpurpose\u201d test: cts excluded intentional wrongful acts of employees as being outside scope of employment","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"},{"title":"(2) Modern \u201ccharacteristic activities\u201d test: cts have held that some but not all forms of intentional employee wrongdoing can be attributed to employers","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 717 0"},{"title":"(3) FTCA excludes such liability on federal employees unless intentional tort is committed by an investigative or law enforcement officer.","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 550 0"},{"title":"vi) Westfall Act \u2013 personal immunity for govt employees. Person injured by tortuous conduct of federal employee acting w/in scope of employment can\u2019t recover from employee, only from gov\u2019t.","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 176 508 0"},{"title":"vii) RS doesn\u2019t apply to independent contractors","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 176 445 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Factors for determining whether person is employee or contractor (more on p.511, note 10 \u2013 exam advice \u2013 know how to differentiate b/t the two!)","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 425 0"},{"title":"(a) Extent of control the principal has exercised in practice over the details of agent\u2019s work","page":48,"zoom":"XYZ 231 383 0"},{"title":"(2) Treating physicians at hospitals often are independent contractors \u2013 some just have permission to use hospital\u2019s facilities as they are available","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"}]},{"title":"(3) Non-delegable duty doctrine: cts have sometimes prohibited commercial landowners from disavowing carelessness by independent contractors performing work on premises","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1113 0","children":[{"title":"(2) Westfall Act - Maine didn\u2019t get it b/c he was representing himself and failed to invoke the statutory provision.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 800 0"},{"title":"(3) Difference b/t direct and vicarious liability:","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"},{"title":"(a) Direct: Military is trying to control Maine, so gov\u2019t is liable","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 737 0"},{"title":"(b) Vicarious: Maine is liable so gov\u2019t must pay.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 717 0"},{"title":"ix) Ex: Rogers v. Kemper Construction: where employees drinking after hours got into fight \u2013 employer held liable","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 176 696 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Ct held that where social/recreational pursuits on employer\u2019s premises after hours are endorsed by express/implied permission of employer and are conceivably of some benefit to employer, or if such activities have become a customary incident of employment relationship, and employee engaged in such pursuits after hours is still acting w/in scope of employment","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 231 654 0"}]}]},{"title":"b) Parent\u2019s aren\u2019t vicariously liable for careless acts of their children. May be directly liable.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 121 529 0","children":[{"title":"i) Exception in case of parents letting children drive their cars. If child drives carelessly and injures someone, parents, as car owner, are held liable.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 148 487 0"}]},{"title":"a) Available when:","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 121 404 0"},{"title":"i) When 2+ tortfeasors act concurrently or in concert to produce a single injury, they may be held jointly and severally liable.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 148 383 0"},{"title":"ii) Indivisible harms: Where 2+ tortfeasors don\u2019t act concurrently or in concert, but injuries because of their nature, are incapable of any reasonable or practicable division or allocation among multiple tortfeasors.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 176 341 0"},{"title":"b) Doesn\u2019t apply when 2+ tortfeasors don\u2019t act in concert or concurrently, they\u2019re not joint tortfeasors. Instead, their wrongs are independent and successive.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 121 279 0","children":[{"title":"i) Initial tortfeasor liable for entire damage resulting from his wrongful acts. Successive tortfeasor liable only for separate injury his conduct caused.","page":49,"zoom":"XYZ 148 237 0"}]},{"title":"(b) Club also had the duty - proprietor of premises to which public invited for business purposes, owes a duty to exercise reasonable care to discover intentionally harmful acts of third parties are being done or likely to be done, or give warning adequate to enable patrons to avoid the harm, or otherwise to protect them against the harm","page":50,"zoom":"XYZ 231 612 0"},{"title":"i) Conduct that interferes with a person\u2019s interest in the possession, use, or enjoyment of the land or personal possessions","page":51,"zoom":"XYZ 148 738 0"},{"title":"ii) Ultrahazardous activities, esp use of explosives and keeping wild animals","page":51,"zoom":"XYZ 176 696 0"},{"title":"iii) Manufacture, design, and sale of defective products by manu and other commercial actors","page":51,"zoom":"XYZ 176 675 0"},{"title":"b) Even though have strict liability, P still needs to show actual and proximate cause","page":51,"zoom":"XYZ 121 633 0"},{"title":"c) Ps prefer strict liability because they don\u2019t have to prove unreasonable/reasonable","page":51,"zoom":"XYZ 121 592 0"},{"title":"d) When plead strict liability, you want to please negligence as well, and vice-versa","page":51,"zoom":"XYZ 121 550 0"},{"title":"a) Definition: Requires one person to act so as to cause a certain kind of interference w/ property possessor\u2019s rights of exclusive possession and control","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0"},{"title":"i) Interfering act must be intentionally undertaken \u2013 though need not be any intention to do harm to P or to invade property that actors knows to be owner, or need not be any unreasonable conduct. It\u2019s enough if:","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1113 0","children":[{"title":"(1) D intentionally invades land","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1050 0"},{"title":"(2) And P owns or possess that land","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"},{"title":"(3) ๏�  Therefore, D is held liable for damages caused by trespass even if he didn\u2019t know that he was trespassing on P\u2019s land.","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1009 0"},{"title":"(4) Reasonableness doesn\u2019t matter, that\u2019s why it\u2019s very similar to strict liability.","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 231 967 0"},{"title":"ii) Very minimal interferences are treated as actionable","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 176 925 0"},{"title":"iii) Trespass can occur by means of inaction.","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 176 904 0"},{"title":"(1) Actor invited, but then consent withdrawn. Failure to leave can provide basis for trespass.","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 231 883 0"},{"title":"(2) Failure to remove an object from another\u2019s land is trespass, even if originally not tortuous.","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"}]},{"title":"iv) Trespass may be committed on, beneath, or above surface of the earth \u2013 usually related to cases involving underground leakage of gas or toxic waste","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 176 800 0"},{"title":"v) Trespass examples:","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 148 758 0"},{"title":"vi) No requirement that invasion in question damage or render less valuable P\u2019s property. Absence of such harm will affect the damages that P gets.","page":52,"zoom":"XYZ 176 633 0"},{"title":"viii) Other remedies available for trespass:","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1155 0"},{"title":"(a) Obtain ct order enjoining ongoing trespass activity","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1134 0"},{"title":"(b) Injunction ordering removal of structure","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1113 0"},{"title":"(c) Possessors of land may sometimes employ self-help to defend their property rts, but only insofar as such efforts are reasonable","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"ix) Ex: Burns Philp Food, Inc. v. Cavalea Contl. Freight, Inc.: BPF built a fence on CCF\u2019s land, mistakenly believing that the land belonged to them. BPF paid taxes on the land for several years, and now filing suit for restitution. CCF counterclaimed by claiming that building the fence was a trespass.","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1050 0"},{"title":"(1) Court held that, even though BPF did not realize it was trespassing onto CCF\u2019s land, BPF should be held strictly liable for the trespass.","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(a) Trespass is entry w/o consent. BPF did not have CFF\u2019s consent.","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"},{"title":"b) Trespass and Necessity defense","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 121 925 0"},{"title":"i) Doctrine of Necessity: necessity, and an inability to control movement inaugurated in the proper exercise of a strict right, will justify entries upon land and interferences with personal property that would otherwise have been trespass","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 148 904 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Doctrine of necessity applies with special force to preservation of human life","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 821 0"},{"title":"ii) Public necessity: where private citizen is entitled to use or destroy another\u2019s property in order to avert a greater harm to the public w/o suffering any sanction","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 176 779 0"}]}]},{"title":"(1) No need to pay P for damages \u2013 public necessity is a complete privilege","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 717 0"},{"title":"iii) Private necessity \u2013 incomplete privilege to commit trespass","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 176 675 0","children":[{"title":"iv) Cases","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 176 571 0"}]},{"title":"(1) Ploof v. Putnam: D owned island with a boat dock that P wanted to use to save his family while they were in a boat at storm","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 550 0"},{"title":"(a) Ct held no trespass \u2013 preservation of human life.","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 508 0"},{"title":"(b) But there was an incomplete privilege to commit trespass because while dock owner had to let boat stay, boat owner has to pay damages.","page":53,"zoom":"XYZ 231 487 0","children":[{"title":"(2) Vincent v. Lake Erie Transp. Co.: A ship doesn\u2019t undock after unloading cargo b/c of dangerous storm. During storm, it has to repeatedly re-tie itself to the dock as ropes break. Ship damages dock.","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"},{"title":"(a) Holding: An act of God can be a defense unless there are deliberate efforts to protect one\u2019s own property at the expense of another\u2019s\u2014in this case, D held ship deliberately in such a position that damage to dock results. Preserved ship at expense of dock \u2013 D must pay for damages the dock incurred from his actions.","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(i) Reasonable for D to be there, but trespass is strict liability.","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 286 988 0"},{"title":"(b) DISSENT: D exercised due care, damage to dock not his fault. Dock owners take the risk of damage to their docks.","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 231 967 0"},{"title":"(c) Did court reach the right result? Might not matter who\u2019s responsible.","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"(i) Some want to see that case as about restitution. Restitution is D\u2019s gain \u2013 D benefited.","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 286 904 0"},{"title":"(d) Coase theorem: about world w/ no transaction costs","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0"},{"title":"(i) Legal rule you adopt doesn\u2019t matter in world with no transaction costs, but real world has transaction costs","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 286 842 0"},{"title":"(ii) With no transaction costs where both parties know all information, they can reach a bargain effortlessly","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 286 800 0"},{"title":"1. Whether boat goes or stays doesn\u2019t matter which legal rule you adopt","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 258 758 0"},{"title":"(iii) Bilateral monopoly: both parties stuck negotiating with each other and only each other \u2013 very high bargaining coasts","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 286 717 0"},{"title":"1. Possible may not reach agreement","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 258 675 0"},{"title":"World A","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 342 612 0"},{"title":"World B","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 619 612 0"},{"title":"Boat","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 66 586 0"},{"title":"$5000","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 342 586 0"},{"title":"$500","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 619 586 0"},{"title":"Dock","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 66 563 0"},{"title":"$500","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 342 563 0"},{"title":"$5000","page":54,"zoom":"XYZ 619 563 0"},{"title":"(iv) World A","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1134 0"},{"title":"1. If rule that says boat must pay for damages, boat will stay \u2013 damage to dock cheaper.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1113 0"},{"title":"2. If dock is responsible, boat will still stay \u2013 give dock $500+ to stay \u2013 cheaper than leaving.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1071 0"},{"title":"(v) World B","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1029 0"},{"title":"1. If loss on boat, boat\u2019s going.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 258 1009 0"},{"title":"2. If loss dock, boat\u2019s going because too expensive to stay.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 258 988 0"},{"title":"a. Maybe dock owner will pay boat to leave.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 967 0"},{"title":"(vi) Economists recognize that our world does have transaction costs, so they say in order to minimize them, people could reach solution that they would reach in no transaction cost world","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 946 0"},{"title":"1. Allocate risk to boat, reduce transaction cost by placing risk on party that has more information (value of cargo, repairs of ship, etc ) ๏�  so boat liable (what court said)","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 258 883 0"},{"title":"a. This is an effort to minimize transaction costs","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 821 0"},{"title":"b. If place loss on dock owner, dock will always have to have someone there \u2013 high transaction costs. Boat owner may be the cheapest cost avoider.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 800 0"},{"title":"(vii) Ct\u2019s view that boat was liable b/c they used dock for won benefit (corrective justice).","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 286 737 0"},{"title":"i) Sec 519 Restatement \u2013 any party carrying on abnormally dangerous activity is strictly liable for ensuing damages","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 148 591 0"},{"title":"b) Rule of law: person who, for his own purposes, bring on his land and collects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes, must keep it in at at his peril; and if he doesn\u2019t do so, is prima facie answerable for all the damage which is the natural consequence of its escape","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 121 550 0"},{"title":"i) If it does escape and cause damages, D is responsible, no matter how careful he may have been and whatever precautions he took.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 148 466 0"},{"title":"ii) Ques is not whether D has acted with due care and caution, but whether his acts have occasioned the damage.","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 176 425 0"},{"title":"(1) D will be liable when he damages another y a thing or activity unduly dangerous and inappropriate to the place where it is maintained, in light of the character of that place and its surroundings","page":55,"zoom":"XYZ 231 383 0","children":[{"title":"(1) If D had used land for purpose that in ordinary course of enjoyment of land, and water had accumulated and flood P\u2019s mine \u2013 not liable. P could have put up barrier to protect himself.","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"},{"title":"(2) However, if D, not stopping at the natural use of their land, had desired to use it for a non-natural use, and as consequence water flooded P\u2019s mine \u2013 D is liable.","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(a) Reservoir not natural \u2013 introducing risk. If using land in non-natural way, then responsible for the damages it causes.","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"},{"title":"(3) Rylands creates strict liability in the sense of relieving P of usual burden of proving fault, thereby subjective D to liability unless it could prove lack of fault","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(4) Rylands strict rule is applied when knowledge of damage done, or threat to public is established","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"c) Defining abnormally dangerous activity:","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 121 883 0"},{"title":"i) 6 factors to determine whether activity is abnormally dangerous","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 148 863 0"},{"title":"(1) Existence of high degree of risk of some harm to person, land, or chattels of others","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"},{"title":"(2) Likelihood that the harm that results from it will be great","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 800 0"},{"title":"(3) Inability to eliminate the risk by the exercise of reasonably care","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"(4) Extent to which the activity is not a matter of common usage","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"},{"title":"(5) Inappropriateness of the activity to the place where it is carried on","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 737 0"},{"title":"(6) Extent to which its value to the community is outweighed by its dangerous attributes","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 717 0"},{"title":"ii) Any one of the factors isn\u2019t necessarily sufficient, and ordinarily need several of them required for strict liability.","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 176 675 0"},{"title":"iii) Not necessary that each be present, especially if others weigh heavily","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 176 633 0"},{"title":"iv) Essential ques: whether the risk created is so unusual, either b/c of its magnitude or b/c of circumstances surrounding it, as to justify the imposition of strict liability for the harm that results from it, even though it\u2019s carried on w/ reasonable care","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 176 612 0"},{"title":"v) 3rd restatement draft defines it abnormally dangerous activity as:","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 148 508 0"},{"title":"(1) Creates a foreseeable and high significant risk of physical harm even when reasonable care is exercised by all actors and,","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 487 0"},{"title":"(2) Is not one of common usage","page":56,"zoom":"XYZ 231 445 0"}]},{"title":"d) Difference b/t reciprocal and non-reciprocal risks","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0","children":[{"title":"i) Reciprocal risks: persons are exposing each other to roughly similar risks of injury","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1134 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Fault ought to be standard of liability","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(2) Only exceptional risks that should generate tort liability in reciprocal risk situations","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1071 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Non-reciprocal risk: Risks are generated by unconventional activities; risks are unilaterally imposed by one actor upon others","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1029 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Fairness requires rule of strict liability, otherwise unilateral risk-create will enjoy rt to impose risks on others even though those others won\u2019t have the same right","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"}]}]},{"title":"e) Keeton: 2 types of fault","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 121 925 0","children":[{"title":"i) Fault: involves activity that violates norms of behavior even granted that the actor who engages in the behavior has made provision for payment of any damages his behavior causes","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 148 904 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Ex: careless driving","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Conditional fault: risky conduct that we are nonetheless prepared to treat as permissible if the actor who undertakes it stands ready to provide reasonable compensation to those injured by such conduct","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 176 821 0","children":[{"title":"(1) ๏�  liability w/o fault","page":57,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"}]}]},{"title":"(1) Should recognize that manufacturer incurs absolute liability when places article on market knowing that it\u2019s to be used w/o inspection, and proves to have a defect that causes injury","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"},{"title":"(2) Even if no negligence, public policy demands responsibility be fixed wherever it will most effectively reduce hazards to life and health ๏�  manufacturer can anticipate some hazards and guard against recurrence, public can\u2019t","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(a) Manufacturer will get insurance ๏�  cost will be built into insurance. Consumers pay very little costs since spread over all of them to pay for that one customer that gets the broken bottle","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1009 0"},{"title":"(3) Even though intermediaries, manufacturer\u2019s obligation to consumer is still there.","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 946 0"},{"title":"iii) Couldn\u2019t bring warranty claim because:","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 176 904 0"},{"title":"(1) P wasn\u2019t the person who purchased the bottle","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 883 0"},{"title":"(2) She was not a user of the product","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0"},{"title":"(3) Criminal statute for foodstuffs \u2013 she doesn\u2019t consume product, she was just handling the bottle.","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 231 842 0"},{"title":"a) Obligation-based rationale: Manu owe consumers a demanding obligation to be vigilant","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 571 0"},{"title":"b) Deterrence rationale: Manu best suited to take precautions; should be given strong incentives to do so","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 529 0"},{"title":"c) Compensation-insurance rationale: Manu best situated to spread costs of accidental injuries caused by their products","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 487 0"},{"title":"d) Causation-strict liability rationale: Responsibility for injury stems from having marketed a product that cause injury, regardless of negligence","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 445 0"},{"title":"e) Compensation-equality rationale: Victim\u2019s entitlement to compensation shouldn\u2019t depend on nature of conduct that cause it","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 404 0"},{"title":"f) Litigation-structure rationale: Analysis of disparities in power in litigation concerning evidence and procedure","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 362 0"},{"title":"g) Judicial-candor rationale: Assertion that if 2 ways of structuring law lead to same result, more open and direct structure preferable","page":58,"zoom":"XYZ 121 320 0","children":[{"title":"a) \u201cDefective condition\u201d: one not contemplated by ultimate consumer which will be unreasonably dangerous to him","page":59,"zoom":"XYZ 121 337 0"},{"title":"b) \u201cUnreasonably dangerous\u201d: Article sold must be dangerous to an extent beyond that which would be contemplated by the ordinary consumer who purchases it, with ordinary knowledge common to the community as to its characteristics","page":59,"zoom":"XYZ 121 293 0"}]},{"title":"i) Purpose of this qualification was to prevent possibility that manufacturer of a product with inherent possibilities for harm would become automatically responsible (ex: butter, drugs, whiskey and cars).","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1155 0"},{"title":"(1) ๏�  consumer expectations test","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"c) \u201cDefective condition unreasonably dangerous\u201d requires only single finding \u2013 don\u2019t need to split it up","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1071 0","children":[{"title":"i) Problem with splitting it up \u2013 advantageous to characterize defect either in design or manufacture","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1029 0"},{"title":"ii) Requiring both would put greater burden on P than articulated in Greenman","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 176 988 0"}]}]},{"title":"3) Third Restatement adds Sec 2(b): must render product \u201cnot reasonably safe\u201d","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 93 821 0","children":[{"title":"i) Better than \u201cunreasonably dangerous requirement\u201d?","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 148 800 0"},{"title":"b) Most cts don\u2019ts expressly include such a phrase in their formulations of standard of liability for products cases","page":60,"zoom":"XYZ 121 779 0"}]},{"title":"a) Actor A is subject to liability to P in products liability if:","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1155 0","children":[{"title":"i) P has suffered an injury","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1134 0"},{"title":"(1) Harm suffered is usually a physical harm","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1113 0"},{"title":"(2) Owner of product can\u2019t invoke products liability to recover for a defect that causes damage to product itself.","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(3) Can invoke of product damages property other than product itself","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1050 0"},{"title":"ii) A sold a product","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1029 0"}]},{"title":"(1) What is a product?","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1009 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Services, real property, human body parts, live animals (depends on context), textual material (maps and charts sometimes exempt from this) aren\u2019t products","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(b) Intangibles resides at margin of product/non-product","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 925 0"},{"title":"(c) Used products not subject to strict liability","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 904 0"},{"title":"(d) Some jurisdictions deem something a product, but exempt it from product liability (ex: vaccines, prescription drugs)","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 883 0"},{"title":"iii) A is a commercial seller of such products","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 176 842 0"},{"title":"(1) Seller must be in business of selling or marketing product - manufacturers, retailers, distributors","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 821 0"},{"title":"(a) Sellers and strict liability: often attaches liability to person that played no role in design, manufacture, or inspection of product","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"(b) Sellers and law of warranty: relation to contract law","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 737 0"},{"title":"(c) Distribution chains and indemnification","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 717 0","children":[{"title":"(i) Indemnification clauses: permit one to sue another to recover costs from litigation and liability for injuries stemming from products supplied","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 286 696 0"}]},{"title":"(2) Item \u201csold\u201d if actor took the steps to place the product on the market figured into the distributional chain through which product is placed on market","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 633 0"},{"title":"(3) If have service vs sale, if cts deem D engaged primarily in service, won\u2019t treat D as seller of product","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(4) A lease counts as a sale; can still sue","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"},{"title":"(5) Component part: manufacturer and seller of component part liable","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 466 0"},{"title":"iv) At the time it was sold by A, the product was in a defective condition; and","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 176 320 0"},{"title":"v) The defect functioned as an actual and proximate cause of P\u2019s injury","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 148 299 0"},{"title":"(1) Don\u2019t have to buyer or user of product to sue. Could be bystander.","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 231 279 0"},{"title":"vi) ๏�  injury and causation elements are parallel to negligence; duty and breach element are absent","page":61,"zoom":"XYZ 176 258 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Two tests (no longer willing to leave it up to jury like in Cronin of whether there\u2019s a defect):","page":62,"zoom":"XYZ 176 633 0"},{"title":"(1) Consumer expectations test: product is defective in design if aspects of its design render it more dangerous than an ordinary consumer would expect it to be","page":62,"zoom":"XYZ 231 591 0","children":[{"title":"(b) Concept of a flaw or a defect can be given context by comparing the actual product to a prototype in the mind of the ordinary customer","page":62,"zoom":"XYZ 231 425 0"}]},{"title":"(2) Risk utility test: Product is defective if risks of its design outweigh its utility \u2013 RISK > UTILITY?","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Derived from negligence","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1113 0"},{"title":"(b) Should the product be designed differently given the relative risks and benefits posed by its current design?","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(c) Foresight test: knowledge of risks at time product was made","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1050 0","children":[{"title":"(d) Hindsight test: whether manufacturer is liable based on knowledge of product\u2019s risks at time of trial \u2013 would they have put on that product had they know about the defect?","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1029 0"}]},{"title":"(e) Most jurisdictions apply a foresight test nowadays, instructing juries to base their decisions on risks that were foreseeable to the manufacturer.","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 967 0"},{"title":"(f) From Dean Wade","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 904 0","children":[{"title":"(i) Ask whether product so likely to be harmful to persons that a reasonable prudent manufacturer, who had actual knowledge of its harmful character would not place it on the market?","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 286 883 0"},{"title":"(ii) Ask whether magnitude of risk created by the dangerous condition of the product was outweighed by the social utility attained by putting it out in this fashion","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 286 821 0"}]},{"title":"(iii) 7 Factors for whether or not liability to bring design defect case to court p.890","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 286 737 0","children":[{"title":"1. Usefulness and desirability of product \u2013 its utility","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 696 0"},{"title":"2. Safety aspects \u2013 likelihood that it\u2019ll cause injury and probably seriousness of injury","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 675 0"},{"title":"3. Substitute product?","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 633 0"},{"title":"a. Controversial in 3rd restatement that availability of alternative design should be a necessary element of prima facie case","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 286 612 0"},{"title":"4. Manu\u2019s ability to eliminate unsafe character of produce w/o impairing its usefulness or making it too expensive to maintain its utility","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 571 0"},{"title":"5. User\u2019s ability to avoid danger","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 508 0"},{"title":"6. User\u2019s anticipated awareness of dangers inherent in the product and their avoidability","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 487 0"},{"title":"7. Feasibility of manufacturer of spreading loss","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 445 0"},{"title":"8. ๏�  Factors 1 and 2 seem to be Hand formula","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 425 0"},{"title":"9. ๏� Factors 5 and 6, idea that problem creating harm shouldn\u2019t qualify as defect if means by which risk could be avoided and seller has ensured that consumers are aware of risk and how to minimize it.","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 258 404 0"}]},{"title":"(iv) Not necessary to find that D had knowledge of harmful character of product in order to determine that it was not duly safe","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 286 341 0"},{"title":"(3) Today\u2019s controversy of which test to use \u2013 consumer expectation or risk utility?","page":63,"zoom":"XYZ 231 299 0"},{"title":"(i) By using risk utility instead of consumer expectation the court circumvents P\u2019s possible knowledge of the likelihood of the injury.","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1155 0","children":[{"title":"(iii) Under risk utility test, manufacturer needs to anticipate misuse. If anticipated, then misuse doesn\u2019t count as a comparative fault.","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 286 925 0"}]},{"title":"iv) Rationale for affirmative case of strict liability for design defects includes condition that the product isn\u2019t being misused or abnormally used except where foreseeable.","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 176 863 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Abnormal use isn\u2019t an affirmative defense","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 231 800 0"}]}]},{"title":"v) Intended vs. Foreseeable Use: Product \u201cmisuse\u201d and defectiveness","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 148 779 0","children":[{"title":"(1) If P able to demonstrate a feasible design that would minimize injury generated in part by ordinary consumer behavior, D held responsible to adopt that design","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 231 758 0"},{"title":"(2) D\u2019s view \u2013 has fulfilled its obligation to consumers by producing a product that is safe when used as intended by seller","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 231 696 0"},{"title":"(3) P\u2019s careless use of product will not negate claim of defect unless carelessness is so gross to count as unforeseeable to a reasonable seller at time of manufacture or sale.","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 231 654 0"},{"title":"vi) Affirmative defenses","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 176 591 0"},{"title":"(1) With shift to comparative responsibility, cts have revisited and most still reject reasons against recognition of P\u2019s fault as partial or complete bar to recovery","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 231 571 0"},{"title":"(2) Most jurisdictions, if there\u2019s evidence of casually relevant unreasonableness on part of P, jury asked to assign % of responsibility to seller and P","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 231 508 0"},{"title":"7) FAILURE TO WARN OR INSTRUCT: Defective for lack of adequate warnings when safety requires that the product be sold with a warning, but the product is sold w/o a warning (or w/o an adequate warning); defect is omission of language","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 93 425 0"},{"title":"a) Whether a warning is required depends on whether the omission of the instructions or warnings renders the product not reasonably safe.","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 121 362 0"},{"title":"b) Henderson and Twerski: letting P recover for failure to warn ๏�  increase in warnings ๏�  proliferation of warnings creates culture where consumers become dismissive of warnings","page":64,"zoom":"XYZ 121 320 0"},{"title":"c) Warnings must be adequate to notify consumer of the existence and nature of the hazard at issue","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1134 0"},{"title":"d) Eliminate knowledge component?","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1092 0"},{"title":"i) CA, Majority view that knowledge, actual or constructive, is requisite for strict liability for failure to warn","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1071 0"},{"title":"ii) Minority view: knowability requirement and admission of state of art evidence, improperly infuse negligence concepts into strict liability cases by directing trier of fact\u2019s attention to conduct of manufacturer/distributor vs condition of product","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1029 0"},{"title":"e) Difference b/t failure to warn in strict liability and failure to warn in negligence context","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 121 946 0","children":[{"title":"i) Negligence law: require P to prove that manufactuer/distributor didn\u2019t warn P of particular risk for reasons which fell below acceptable standard of case \u2013 what a reasonably prudent manu would\u2019ve known and warned about","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 148 904 0"},{"title":"ii) Strict liability: require P to prove that risk made product unsafe and that D didn\u2019t adequately warn of a particular risk that was known or knowable in light of the generally recognized and prevailing best scientific and medical knowledge available at time of manufacture and distribution; reasonableness is immaterial","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 176 842 0"},{"title":"(1) Strict liability for failure to warn requires proof that D failed adequately to warn of a risk not just when risk was known/knowable, but also when failure to warn of that risk renders product unsafe to its users","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 231 737 0"},{"title":"f) Black letter law: failure to warn of obvious danger is not actionable","page":65,"zoom":"XYZ 121 675 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Sophisticated users principle: amount of information a manufacturer must provide with its product depends on sophistication and background knowledge of relevant pool of consumers","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1155 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Manu\u2019s duty will be narrower b/c certain risks that wouldn\u2019t be obvious to layperson, would be obvious to sophisticated user","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1092 0"},{"title":"(1) Medical expert in best position to evaluate complex info provided by manufacturer concerning risks and benefits to make an individualize medical judgment, based on patient\u2019s particular needs and susceptibilities, as to whether patient should use product","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 988 0"},{"title":"(2) Exceptions: argument that with advertising directly to consumer, rationales for doctrine gone","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 904 0"},{"title":"(3) Motus v. Pfizer, Inc.: P\u2019s husband committed suicide after his doctor prescribed Zoloft to treat his depression. P claims that D failed to warn the doctor about the risks of Zoloft.","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 863 0"}]},{"title":"(a) P must prove not only that no warning was provided or warning was inadequate, but also that inadequacy or absence of warning caused injury","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 821 0"},{"title":"(b) D concedes its warning was inadequate. But P failed to show that inclusion of warning would\u2019ve altered Dr\u2019s decision to prescribe Zoloft to Motus.","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 779 0"},{"title":"(i) Heeding presumption: once P establishes that manu provided inadequate warnings, burden shifts to D to show that adequate warnings wouldn\u2019t have affected the doc\u2019s conduct in prescribing the drug; burden shifting device that makes it easier for P to prove causation","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 286 715 0"},{"title":"1. Idea that if warning, would be heeded","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 258 631 0"},{"title":"2. Ct does not apply the presumption in this case","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 258 610 0"},{"title":"(c) P couldn\u2019t show but-for causation (Strict liability just gets rid of breach prong, not causation)","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 566 0"},{"title":"(i) Failure to warn actions require P to prove that defect actually caused the injury","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 286 525 0","children":[{"title":"1. Raises question of whether someone would have selected a different course of conduct if different, or greater, info or warnings had been provided","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 258 483 0"},{"title":"(ii) P must prove that if D had given warning, would\u2019ve read and followed.","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 286 420 0"},{"title":"iv) Cost spreading: cases where D isn\u2019t wrong, but well positioned to bear and spread cost of a hapless victim\u2019s injuries","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 176 379 0"},{"title":"(1) Cts purport to reject loss spreading as itself sufficient to justify imposition of liability \u2013 product liability not absolute, and manufacturer not insurer of consumers","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 231 337 0"},{"title":"PRODUCTS LIABILITY DEFENSES","page":66,"zoom":"XYZ 66 233 0"}]},{"title":"i) A acts","page":68,"zoom":"XYZ 148 571 0"},{"title":"ii) Intending to cause a contact with P","page":68,"zoom":"XYZ 176 550 0"},{"title":"(1) Intent: substantial certainty that contact will occur","page":68,"zoom":"XYZ 231 529 0"},{"title":"iii) of a type that is harmful or offensive (of what a reasonable person would perceive)","page":68,"zoom":"XYZ 176 508 0"},{"title":"iv) A\u2019s act causes such a contact","page":68,"zoom":"XYZ 176 404 0"},{"title":"(1) Doctrine of Extended Personality: battery can be established by contact with anything so connected with the body as to be customarily regarded as part of the other\u2019s person and therefore as partaking of its inviolability","page":68,"zoom":"XYZ 231 383 0"},{"title":"(3) Types of contact:","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1155 0"}]},{"title":"(a) Harmful contact: causes bodily harms such as bruising or broken bones","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1134 0"},{"title":"(b) Offensive contact: contact violates prevailing social standards of acceptable touching (objective standard \u2013 reasonable standard)","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1113 0","children":[{"title":"(i) Same act of touching might be inoffensive in some context, yet offensive in others, depending on who is doing the touching, who is being touched, what the relationship is between them, the setting in which touching occurs, etc.","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 286 1071 0"},{"title":"(iii) Ex: Alcorn v. Mitchell: When trial adjoined, D spit in P\u2019s face.","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 286 925 0"},{"title":"1. Spitting in someone\u2019s face is considered offensive contact.","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 258 904 0"},{"title":"2. Since no real damages occurred, court awarded punitive/vindictive damages","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 258 883 0"},{"title":"a. Damages were probably specific deterrence rather than general deterrence","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 286 842 0"},{"title":"c) Ex: Leichtman v. Wlw Jacor Communications, Inc: blowing cigarette smoke into the face of an anti-smoking advocate constitutes offensive touching.","page":69,"zoom":"XYZ 121 821 0"}]},{"title":"a) Affirmative defense: facts that allow D to avoid liability even if the prima facie elements of the tort are shown","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 121 1004 0","children":[{"title":"i) D can say was privileged to act as she did","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 148 963 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Justification: to claim justification for one\u2019s conduct is to claim that one was entitled to engage in the conduct, notwithstanding its apparent wrongfulness","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 942 0"},{"title":"(2) Excuse: to claim excuse, is to allege that something about D\u2019s condition or circumstances entitles her to an exemption from rules of right conduct","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 879 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Tort law generally reluctant to recognize excuses","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 838 0"}]}]},{"title":"ii) Burden usually on tortfeasor","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 176 817 0","children":[{"title":"(1) Consent \u2013 many state require P to prove absence of consent","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 796 0"}]}]},{"title":"b) For assault and battery, rule of comparative fault is not available.","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 121 775 0","children":[{"title":"c) CONSENT","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 121 754 0"},{"title":"i) Idea that P can\u2019t prevail on her tort claim b/c she has agreed to endure bodily contact, or an apprehension of contract, or a confinement, that would otherwise be tortuous.","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 148 733 0"},{"title":"ii) Can be communicated expressly (through written or oral statement) or implicitly (through conduct)","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 176 671 0"},{"title":"iii) Consent not defense if:","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 176 462 0"},{"title":"(1) Fraud and Coercion: Tortfeasor can\u2019t benefit from consent defense if he secures the victim\u2019s consent by misrepresentation or other forms of deceit; same goes for coercion","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 441 0"},{"title":"(2) Victim lacks ability or judgment necessary to give meaningful consent, and","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 379 0"},{"title":"(3) A reasonable person in position of tortfeasor would perceive this lack of capacity","page":72,"zoom":"XYZ 231 337 0"},{"title":"iv) Apparent consent will sometimes be deemed ineffective if D had reason to know that consent will not be freely given","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1134 0"},{"title":"(1) Reavis v. Slominski: receptionist that sued dentist for having sex at office party.","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 176 1092 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Jury could find that her consent wasn\u2019t voluntary b/c she reasonably feared she would lose her job if she didn\u2019t acquiesce.","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 231 1071 0"},{"title":"v) Ct will bar imposition of liability on D only if, on basis of P\u2019s conduct, D actually and reasonably believed that P has consented to the contact","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 148 1029 0"},{"title":"vii) Koffman v. Garnett: Coach was mad at his team\u2019s poor tackling, so he demonstrated tackling on a player \u2013 told player to stand still and motionless, picked him up, and threw him to the ground. Player was 13.","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 176 946 0"}]},{"title":"ii) Reasonable perception of harm and reasonableness in appropriate/proportional response to perceived threat","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 176 529 0"},{"title":"b) Applies when injury threatened consists of physical harm, inappropriate touching or confinement.","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 121 487 0","children":[{"title":"i) Doesn\u2019t apply to defamation or distress, or nonthreatening provocations like taunting or teasing","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 148 445 0"}]},{"title":"c) Many jurisdictions, person who starts confrontation can\u2019t use self-defense","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 121 404 0"},{"title":"d) Deadly force: if one actually believes that one can safely retreat from a confrontation that would otherwise justify the use of deadly force, one isn\u2019t justified in using deadly force.","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 121 383 0","children":[{"title":"i) Other states have adopted \u201cstand your ground\u201d laws \u2013 expands privilege of deadly force","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 148 320 0","children":[{"title":"(1) FL: With certain exceptions, grants D nonrebuttable presumption that she acted on basis of reasonable apprehension of imminent death or seriously bodily harm if her victim:","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 231 279 0","children":[{"title":"(a) Was unlawfully and forcibly entering residence, occupied vehicle","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 231 216 0"},{"title":"(b) And D knew or had reason to believe that an unlawful and forcible entry was occurring.","page":73,"zoom":"XYZ 231 195 0"}]}]}]}]}],"thumbnailType":"jpg","pageType":"html","pageLabels":[]};
